
Word Study
“7 Unconventional Reasons Why You…”



Notebook Set-up

You will get the 
information for 
the columns on 

the following 
slides in the 

form of Frayer 
Models (a type 

of graphic 
organizer).



WORD, part of speech (p.o.s.)

CONTEXT CLUES DEFINITION

SYNONYMS ANTONYMS



UNCONVENTIONAL, adj.
CONTEXT CLUES:
reading for pleasure or 
an assignment are 
typical reasons to read; 
those listed in article are 
not (p2)

DEFINITION: not based 
on or conforming to what 
is generally done or 
believed.

SYNONYMS: original, 
unique

ANTONYMS: common, 
ordinary



OMNIPRESENT, adj.

CONTEXT CLUES:
“screens” refers to 
phones and other 
electronics which are 
everywhere

DEFINITION: widely or 
constantly encountered; 
common or widespread

SYNONYMS: 
everywhere, ubiquitous

ANTONYMS:
limited



CULTIVATE, v.

CONTEXT CLUES:
a “skill” can be 
developed

DEFINITION: try to 
acquire or develop (a 
sentiment, quality or skill)

SYNONYMS: prepare, 
tend, grow

ANTONYMS: abandon, 
ignore



ENGROSS, v.

CONTEXT CLUES:
“losing yourself” in a 
book

DEFINITION: absorb all 
the attention or interest 
of

SYNONYMS: captivate, 
fascinate, absorb

ANTONYMS:
bore, disenchant



ENGAGE, v.

CONTEXT CLUES:
“mentally stimulating”

DEFINITION: to 
participate or become 
involved in

SYNONYMS: involve, 
immerse

ANTONYMS:
give up, refuse



STIMULATE, v.

CONTEXT CLUES:
“mental” and “memory”

DEFINITION: to 
encourage development 
of or increased activity in 
(a process)

SYNONYMS:
spark, trigger, vitalize

ANTONYMS: discourage



EMPATHY, n.

CONTEXT CLUES:
“emotionally transported”

DEFINITION: the ability 
to understand and share 
the feelings of another

SYNONYMS: 
compassion, insight

ANTONYMS:
hatred, indifference



COMPELLING, adj.

CONTEXT CLUES:
“caught up” and “swept 
away”

DEFINITION: evoking 
interest, attention, or 
admiration in a powerful 
way

SYNONYMS: 
fascinating, irresistible

ANTONYMS: elective, 
optional



BIBLIOTHERAPY, n.

CONTEXT CLUES:
“biblio” in Latin is “book”

DEFINITION: the act of 
reading self-help books

SYNONYMS: n/a ANTONYMS: n/a



INTERVENTION, n.

CONTEXT CLUES:
“low intensity”
“self-help books”
“interactive websites”

DEFINITION: action 
taken to improve a 
situation, especially a 
medical disorder

SYNONYMS: 
interference, mediation

ANTONYMS: ignorance, 
neglect



Original 
Sentences
Homework for 9/1 & 9/2



Requirements
● On loose binder paper - NOT in notebook.
● Write one sentence for each word. Number the 

sentences 1-10.
● Underline or highlight the word you have used.
● Provide some context clues in each sentence to 

show that you understand the assigned word.
● Your sentence could be selected for Friday’s 

quiz! Study your chart!


